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Jim Keravala: Space Infrastructure

From an early age, Jim was aware of the Malthusian limits
of Earth’s closed system and dedicated his life and career
to seeking solutions to expanding civilization’s reach beyond its terrestrial confines in order to harvest the wealth
of the inner solar system. Preparing the skills necessary
for space infrastructure leadership, he built a portfolio of
experience in space systems engineering, launch vehicles,
and satellites complemented with subsequent operational
experience in terrestrial infrastructure, construction, mining, construction, transportation and finance. As one of
three cofounders of Shackleton Energy Company, Jim will
lead an industrial consortium for the provision of propellants in LEO, derived from Lunar polar regions. This historic venture will establish in-orbit infrastructure, Lunar base
operations and space transportation systems capable of
delivering servicing profitably and reliably before 2020.

Jim Keravala: ASPIRE

Building upon a fascination with space and rocketry, Jim was one of the pioneers of the AspireSpace Rocketry Foundation in the early 1990s.
Over a seven year period leading up to the position of Chairman, the team built many varieties
of small launch vehicles capable of high altitude
payload insertion and instrumentation monitoring.
Growing to an advanced stage, the team fabricated their own LOX / Polyethylene hybrid engines
and launch vehicles amassing significant flight
data and engineering experience.

Jim Keravala: Software

Jim founded a venture
backed software company in Silicon Valley
comprising a multidimensional operating
system integrating all
data files and types into a
single space for mission
critical applications. The
elements in the space interconnect to each other
creating a live network
of contextual information
able to grow and selforganize independently.

Jim Keravala: Mining

Jim founded a team to solve existing terrestrial industrial problems by the application of synthetic biology to improve the
productivity of genetically modified bacteria currently used as catalysts in industrial mining and bioremediation processes.
Affording a clear insight into mining programmatics and operations he also acquired deep understanding of how genetic
engineering of bio-organisms can be applied for use in space environments for multiple applications.

Jim Keravala: Infrastructure and Finance

As part of his personal program to build
upon his professional space and launch
experience to eventually lead large space
infrastructure programs, Jim acquired a
portfolio of capabilities in several infrastructure sectors including construction, transportation, shipping, logistics and program
finance.

Jim Keravala: Surrey Satellite (SSTL)

SSTL has pioneered new markets with the development of its microsatellite technologies and is now recognised as a
global leader in this field. Jim was responsible for the management of over a dozen SSTL launch programs including the
world’s first commercial launch on Dnepr (former ICBM) in 1999. He was involved in the establishment of several new
space programmes for emerging space nations which were instrumental in welcoming these nations to spacefaring status.

Jim Keravala: Professional Soceity Involvement

Jim has garnered industry recognition from the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, the British Interplanetary Society, the International Academy of Astronautics, the International Institute of Space Law and others as well as
participating at the United Nations Unispace III program.

Jim Keravala: Russian Space Systems

The fall of the Soviet Union provided the west with an unique opportunity to build rapid partnerships with former Soviet
space companies. Jim had the opportunity to build and lead a team based in Russia during the 1990s consisting of space
industry specialists in the processes necessary for restructuring their organisations and establishing effective global business relationships. Many organisations were engaged including Russian Space Agency, NPO-PM, Energia, Krunichev
and Lavotchkin. During this period he developed extensive technical and operational understanding of launch vehicles,
communication and imaging satellite systems and human spaceflight systems. The difficulties associated with providing
leadership across cultures and assisting in the restructuring of Russian and Ukrainian industry provided unique insights
into best practice of reengineering organisations worldwide.

